
CHAPTER FOU R

Form Exhaustion and the
Rise of Phenomenalism

A Resume

One could suggest as Hegel did that the plastic arts have been dying since

the end of the Renaissance, and that the spirit behind the newer forms is

merely the effluvium of an overriding technical materialism. Or again, as

some of the formalist aestheticians (Bell, Fry, and Osborne) were to main-

tain, perhaps sculpture was just beginning to show its true potentialities.

Undeniably, the connection between sculpture and the new technology was,

and is, critical. Sculpture has moved from material idealization of human

form in Classical Greece to the construction of images which are, according

to one's point of view, either the residual remains or the guiding aesthetic of a

radically developing scientific technology.

The characteristics of sculpture can be summarized in the fixed attributes

of the Classical world: place, position, immobility, parts, proportion, and

static homage to the human condition-in a word, the creation of immutable

ideals through objects. Sculpture increasingly has forsaken its anthropo-

morphic ideal to become a continuum of steadily changing ideas about the

world. Sculpture's status as object continues to be deceptive because it leads

us to believe that its substantial attributes-in spite of so many losses-are

inert materiality: weight, mass, and form. This too has vanished and the

dialectical tension within twentieth-century sculpture remains its steady gravita-

tion toward seeming immateriality (through forms of attenuated and unstable

materiality), while at the same time resisting this trend.

With more than half a century of nonrepresentational sculpture behind

us, Hegel's indication that great sculpture was the highest synthesis of the

human spirit embodied in concrete objects may still hold-if we are willing

to agree that such an aim can be realized without imitating the human figure.

The connection is by no means clear at this time, but there are still many im-

plications that vital (not vitalistic) sculpture is linked to an expression of 167



biological life. One of the underlying meanings of early abstract sculpture

was the concept that life could no longer be characterized or idealized

according to the disciplines of mimeticism, and that perhaps a more "analy-

tical" approach to form held the key to biological duplication. The swift

emergence of the machine as the prime object embracing dynamic values was

an alternative to biological sources that very few sculptors cared to face. For

those who did, their connections with the machine ranged from silent

worship to overt animosity.

As a philosophical strategy, the vitalist sculptors insisted on the presence

of "essential" spirits dwelling within their works; they reiterated that it was

not the shape of a sculpture that counted, but some undefined "inner life"

buried within a sculpture's psychic and material being. Vitalism provided the

empathetic underpinnings of a faith verging on religiosity for those craving

belief in a transcendent art form. And for a not inconsiderable and sophisti-

cated laity, vitalism did become a partial surrogate for traditional religious

values.

Sculpture analysis in the present century has been achieved through

formalism. More self-consciously than previous cultures, we have learned

through the visual apprehension of form to penetrate some of the psychical

secrets of our culture; we have learned, as Paul Klee observed, "the pre-

history of the visible."

This has hardly been the only function of formalism. This technique is

not just the prehistory of the visible, it is the prehistory of scientific technique

itself-that part made possible by visual study. As in the case of vitalism,

advances in scientific conceptualization have nullified the continued vigor of

formalism. In a world of invisible values formalism has quickly become a

language with a gradually contracting spectrum of possibilities and varia-

tions. We observed that the precipitate collapse of classical formal values was

succeeded by a less materially substantial "optical" formalism. Even this

formalism of light plasticity and surface finish seemed to have exploitable

limitations. As a result, invention, the creative force which has propelled

formalism, has succeeded in pushing "sculpture" further and further out of

the scope of its original domain.
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Academicism in Modern Sculpture

At present it is difficult for anyone to imagine the state of three-dimen-

sional art just prior to the Second World War. It was certainly not what books

published in the past ten years would have us believe. When Carola Giedion-

Welcker's Contemporary Sculpture first appeared in 1937, her thesis was

definitely a minority opinion. However, the text and photographs for this



book were an incredibly valid and accurate estimation of significant twen-

tieth-century sculpture as we see it today.

By comparison, a typical anthology was Stanley Casson's Sculpture of

Today (1939). This is an above average presentation of the more tasteful

and popular modes of stylized realism, along with a handful of the more well-

known abstractionists-though, on the whole, what passed for modern

sculpture in 1939, and what found its way into innumerable studies under the

guise of "modern," now seems beyond comprehension. Digging these vol-

umes out of the library stacks composes a salutary exercise in discovering the

brainwashing effects of official taste change. Strangely, we have a fairly good

idea of how people dressed, their furniture, and their automobiles from the

1930's; but, almost as if a political decree were in effect, sculpture of the era

has been banished indefinitely to the cellars. What actually prevailed in the

1930's was, at best, a fairly lifeless and antiseptic realism cleaned up a bit with

streamlining; at worst, it deserved a title later awarded by John Canaday,

"Fascist Louis XVI." This was a time when Paul Manship, Ivan Mestrovic,

Frank Dobson, Jacob Epstein, Carl Milles, Lee Laurie, and William Zorach

represented the most proficient, or at least the most pyrotechnically ambi-

tious, talents of a generation that, frankly, was at a loss to explain the modern

idiom; the modernists were strange and hopefully they would soon go away

or die out. Yet, from the vantage point of the present, what we now call

"modern" resembled then only the visible peak of an iceberg. Today it seems

as if that superabundance of figurative carving and casting that filled the

reputable museums and collections never existed at all.

Modern sculpture has profoundly unsettled art historians oriented

toward stylistics and stylistic cycles-not because of its radicalism, but

because it has managed to give so few clues to its direction. Even fifty-five

years later, sculpture outside the circle of twentieth-century representa-

tionalism still does not lend itself to the cyclical criteria of Wolfflinian

stylistics; rather, it seems to move completely beyond the ken of style con-

sciousness. Style no longer relates to the epoch, but serves the collective

whim of an ever-shifting design consciousness. Style has become meaningless

as the way of explaining what are essentially a series of technological reifica-

tions. Hildebrand's claim that sculpture was concerned with the engagement

of matter and space was prophetic in its day-truly an illumination-though

one that has already outlived its fulfillment by more than twenty years. For

artists it is a very human form of self-deception to see continued progress in

an art movement by a kind of post-facto recognition of once valid aesthetics.

However, in the past thirty years there have been virtually no new sculpture

advances concerning the interpenetration of space and matter. Until a short 169
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time ago, the cant about spatial awareness, spatial counterpoise, spatial

ambiguity and spatial integration continued to fill the catalogues of every

gallery. Space as a subject constituted half the rhetoric of modern sculpture

plasticism. Yet for the generations following the 1930's, and until a very few

years ago, it was impossible to admit that gradual stagnation has finally over-

come a once brave and fertile idea. Presently we exist on what now seem to

be ancient verities, sculptural axioms formulated about sculpture only two

generations ago but already on the brink of exhaustion. A little over thirty-

five years ago the art historian R. H. Wilenski stated (1932, p. 163): "Essential

sculpture is sculpture which has the same kind of meaning as the sphere, cube

and cylinder."

Wilenski, among others, thought that the limits of sculpture reductivism

had to end with a dependence on Euclidean realities. The sphere, cube, and

cylinder were the natural reductive essentials of sculpture. These seemed to

contain properties that could not be transposed or made congruent with

other properties. Later truths concerning topological flexibility, and the

plasticity of the painted surface, have only marginally affected Wilenski's

original premise. He drove at a more than obvious and literal truth. Wilenski's

target aimed at the universal ideal that has concerned every abstract sculptor:

namely, each sculptor hopes to see in his work a form so irreducible, so

logical and new in conception, that it would seem implausible to another

observer that it had not always existed. This is the "image" magic of Bran-

cusi's and Moore's best work. Not surprisingly, young sculptors have fol-

lowed in the reductivist footsteps of the modern masters-hoping futilely to

reduce their forms to even more elementary dimensions. What seemed to have

been overlooked is that the number of unique solutions expressing minimal

or elementary three-dimensional form is, by the nature of classical solid

geometry, quite small. Nonetheless, it has been the reflex of all art movements

that followers try to solve formal problems only after optimal solutions are

self-evident in the work of innovators.

The new postwar academy of modern sculpture has had no center, no

Royal School of Art, no Beaux Arts, no Art Student's League. Instead, it has

functioned completely as a correspondence school where a dozen elaborately

illustrated and comprehensively written art magazines detail precisely what

is being thought, bought, and shown all over the world. Admission to this

school costs the price of subscription. Graduation and honors vary, but

usually rest on an artist's work favorably appearing in one of the select

periodicals.

Until just two or three years ago the modern academy of sculpture con-

sisted of the mass production of varieties of "hard" and "soft" geometry and



modes of vitalistic sculpture. In a review of American sculpture in 1964 the

critic Max Kozloff dismissed the biotic school with the following remark

(May-June, 1964, p. 24): "Over-all though, the once pervasive and boring

totemistic or insectile cliches are waning in favor of a muscular and physically

or chromatically adventurous kind of statement."

Possibly this is being inordinately hard on a second- and third-genera-

tion movement that, not so long ago, boasted representatives like Cesar Bal-

daccini, Seymour Lipton, and Germaine Richier. Kozloff's reaction, though,

is directed toward the hordes of imitative admirers. Doubtless he, like many

others, began to realize that there was something absurd about walking into

a group show and being confronted with whole nests of giant bronze and

welded steel bugs, a fusion of Walt Disney and Kafka via some apprenticeship

course in welding.

The biornorphic-rnineral influence reached a peak during the early

1960's, and with this plethora came the reductio ad absurdum of the vitalistic

idiom. Thumbing through one of the recent "young sculptors under (specify

any age up to fifty) shows," this author was struck by the universal tenacity

of the biomorphic mannerist tendency. Pictured in the catalogue were the

same cactus like wire constructions, bubbly cast bronzes with pock-marked

openings, open sheet-metal structures with sheathlike leaf forms, brazed rod

structures with nobby root endings, bulbous potatolike carvings locked

together like crossbreeding gone astray, cleaved rock totems jutting up from

minimal footings, relics of informalism as coal slag on polished mahogany,

archaic bronze flowers chemically polychromed, metallic seed pods banded

together over elegant bud shapes in veined marble, organic "space frames"

of woven wire and burnt steel tendons, vegetal-animal conglomerates in

fiber and hydrocalcite, limestone randomly caressed to resemble enlarged

beach pebbles, bronze-coated driftwood and, as they say in show business, "a

host of other favorites."

All this is Klee's prophecy fulfilled with a vengeance after his observation

(1961, p. 453): "To achieve the same as nature, though only in parallel. Not to

compete with nature but to produce something that says: it is as nature." The

result of this proliferation of vitalism is a semi-official academicism as deeply

entrenched as that of Gerome or Falguiere, There is one exception: in-

stantaneous communication has made any hint of a school a signal for

revolution. Simply public consciousness of biomorphic academicism is a

sign of impending change.

It was said that Abstract Expressionism died at 12 A.M., January 1,

1960. No such precise dating has been suggested for vitalism but one suspects

that the coup de grace may have been delivered with the Gallery Gertrude 171



Stein's exhibition of No-Sculptures during the spring of 1964. These No-

Sculptures by Sam Goodman were literally the end result of the biomorphic

vocabulary. The show featured twenty-three stone castings of excretions,

ranging from small, perhaps human size, samples to a five-foot offering

worthy of an unwell pachyderm. As tactile, organic counterparts, these

elemental offerings were a succinct reply to Wilenski's dictum that (1932,

p. 163) "Essential sculpture is sculpture which has the same kind of meaning

as the sphere, cube and cylinder. "
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Pure Form Becomes Pure Experience

Stated earlier, one of the chief dilemmas confronting sculpture has been

the gradual annihilation of scientific vitalism. One need not possess a Hegelian

discernment for cultural parallelism to sense the intimate chronology and

the need for a metaphysical bias that lingered between vitalism in science and

in sculpture. At the height of its scientific respectability and poetic eloquence,

vitalism gave an ideal solution for an iconic dilemma-one constantly

revived by scientific and philosophical criticism. Vitalism, the ancient way of

maintaining psychical contact with objects both animate and inanimate,

was too delicate an instrument of faith to withstand the scrutiny of modern

rationalism. In a like manner, modern scientific analysis has precipitated a

decline in classical scientific idealism. Such a situation has revealed a universe

which appears to be sensually irrational calling for the suspension of our

normal space-time sensibilities, but, nevertheless, is understandable only

through scientific symbolism and computation.

Some critics speak of a sculpture renaissance based on color, new ma-

terials, and a synthesis of present formalistic principles. The previous chapter

shows the unfounded optimism of a formalism continued along those lines.

The decline of formalism is the decline of a world fashioned to operate on a

strictly visual-geometrical level. For the doubtful, compare the inside of a

pocket-sized transistor radio with the workings of a spring-wound watch.

The geometry inside the radio is the orderly assembly of electronic coding

and circuit miniaturization, not causal, coherent relationships as in the

watch.

In an essay, "Einstein and the Crisis of Reason," the philosopher

Maurice Merleau-Ponty (1960, p. 196) touches upon the stability of the

Cartesian rationalist's outlook and Einstein's inability to reconcile his own

classical sympathies with the sensory irrationality of modern wave mechanics.

Einstein is depicted as being philosophically at odds with the scientific

generation following him; Merleau-Ponty, toward the end of the essay,

reveals his own desire for a world where an all-powerful science does not



exclude other essential forms of analytical perception: "If only we were

willing to regain the concrete world of our perception with its horizons, and

to situate the constructions of physics in it, physics could freely develop its

paradoxes without authorizing unreason."

Merleau-Ponty's suggestion postdates an awareness that had its start

at the beginning of the present century with Edmund Husserl's Logical

Investigations. To that philosopher, as with others, a "crisis in European

science" was already evident. Objectivity appeared to be the highest epis-

temological goal of science and Husserl saw the need for studying the me-

chanisms of consciousness by which objectivity was reached. The raw ma-

terials of phenomenology became the modes of consciousness itself. Husserl

observed (as we have in relation to formalism) that science tended to produce

an increasingly abstract, if not artificial, picture of reality for itself, derived

less and less from sensory data and more by systems of formal logic. Husserl

did not question the validity of the scientist's techniques or his results,

although he did find cause to presage the possibility that an unchallenged

scientific reality could be harmful to the culture as a whole.

As an antidote, Husserl formulated his absolute consciousness, a state

of mind whereupon "pure" conscious experience could be distilled un-

hindered by all previous experiences, abstractions, or presuppositions. This

process Husserl called phenomenological reduction. Consciousness, as defined

by intention, could be taken increment by increment and inspected for its own

sake. Reaching beyond the domain of empirical psychology, transcendental

phenomenology is an analytical method that, on its own terms, could be used

to investigate dreams, memories, obsessions, sensual impressions of all

kinds-in fact, anything that registered intentionally in human consciousness.

Reduction, by which these processes are observed, becomes a bewildering

process for anyone but a philosopher trained in the phenomenological

method. In part, this involves a rejection of the natural attitude of cognition,

which serves, according to the phenomenologist, to obscure the perceiver

from the true nature of his perceptions.

In the years during and following the Second World War, Merleau-

Ponty's writings reflected some of the most important elements of Husserl's

thinking. Moreover, because of his fundamental questions concerning the

everyday modes of perception, Merleau-Ponty has had a special and growing

relevance for writers and painters-and very recently, with the rise of Object

Art, for sculptors also. As indicated by the title of this chapter, this has

resulted in a shift of emphasis: away from a basis concern for form reduction

and formal relationships and toward the varieties of experience which

surround the perception of form. Thus Merleau-Ponty has written at length 173
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on problems of phenomenology that deal with the arts as alterations of the

visual process.

Traditionally the sculptor has concerned himself with the making of

objects-even when those objects served only to objectify theories or non-

concrete expressions of reality. In general, the sculptor has given little thought

to the fact that the viewer not only is free to but must reconstruct the sculpture

for himself. In this respect, the act of perception and bodily gesture while

standing among objects-and in turn being perceived by other beings-forms

the locus from which Merleau-Ponty has developed his phenomenology. The

perceiving person constantly interacts with objects, others, and self to create

a closed conceptual unity. Given a limited number of perceptual experiences,

how does our world picture manage to transcend our actual knowledge of

reality? This is a question which acts as a leitmotif through much of Merleau-

Ponty's philosophy.

He seemed to suggest that logical analysis is fine for directing and under-

standing the processes of a computer, but complex organic minds need a

more supple method for the inspection of perceptual activities. Regarding

perception, list structures might adequately define an "object" for a com-

puter. Yet Merleau-Ponty continually stressed the fact that perception

allows us to know far more about things than we realize, or than we are

given by inductive analysis. Therefore, a phenomenology of perception

intends (1960, p. xiii) "to give to organisms their own manner of handling

the world .... " Merleau-Ponty's classic illustration of an artist relying on

a fragmented "real" perception instead of abstract conceptualization from

which to paint his pictures is Paul Cezanne. But in spite of Cezanne's com-

positional idiosyncrasies, most of the short history of nonrepresentational

sculpture has revolved around the mechanics of seeing according to the

logic of formal analysis. Perhaps a special crisis had to appear before sculp-

tors would begin to consider seeing as essentially an existential act by the

observer. This special type of seeing is more attuned to situations than the

construction of idealistic images. Through this approach the sculpted form

is not an end in itself, but only the means-the vehicle-by which perceptual

experiences are made possible.

It is no secret that since 1960 the vitalist and formal-reductivist tenden-

cies of sculpture have approached exhaustion. Sculptors who chose not to

investigate kinetics or some kind of representationalism were in search of

a new post-formalist aesthetic. The urge to create "objects," that is, three-

dimensional entities that did not resemble sculpture-that were even a-sculp-

tural-had been building up for some time. In London this was best expressed

by the enigmatic polychromed constructions of Phillip King (FIG. 70) and



70. Phillip King, Rosebud, 1962.

William Tucker. These artists created free-wheeling, polychromed affairs

which, on the surface at least, seemed to have little to do with the much more

restricted and self-conscious sculpture that first made an appearance in New

York City during the 1963-1964 season. American names connected with

what shortly became known as "Object" or "Minimal" sculpture were

Donald Judd (FIG. 71), Robert Morris, Ann Truitt, Lyman Kipp, Robert

Murray, Tony Smith (FIG. 72), and Dan Flavin. The works of the first two of

these artists have stood out in quality, uniqueness, and because of their

occasional theoretical pronouncements.

Object or Minimal sculpture, if nothing else, is a rejection of "open"

sculpture, pseudo-mechanistic sculpture, organically-derived sculpture,

Neo-Plastic sculpture, "dynamically" poised sculpture-or any of the

other forms of latent kineticism that have characterized three-dimensional

conceptualization. Object sculpture admits to being itself-nothing else.

Similar to other forms of nonobjective sculpture, it seeks a separate identity

unattached to all influences except the space in which it stands. However,

this was the claim of the Constructivists. The aura of scientific idealism

that pervades their work gives it an iconic identity, an "image" flavor that

denies all claims of independence.

If one looks at Object sculpture with all the preconceptions of the

modern idiom, one might very likely reject it out of hand as a celebration of 175
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71. Donald Judd, View of exhibition at Green Gallery,

December 17, 1963-January II, 1964, New York.

the "aesthetics of sterility"-a term used (1965) by Max Kozloff. All the

words attached at various times to the Object idiom: sterile, cool, stillborn,

massive, clumsy, space-devouring, antiseptic, and minimal-to name the few

that come to mind-imply some deliberate attempt to shun emotional

challenge and retinal involvement-to produce instead one more stage in the

forrnal-reductivist syndrome. Reductive canvases by Barnett Newman,

Clyfford Still, and Ad Reinhardt produce a pregnant expansiveness that wills

the viewer to observe and scan whether he expects to find something or not.

The trick is to leave enough clues, making perception seductive but not satis-

fying enough to cause the resolution of a precise image. Object sculpture

abandons overt imagery by a different route. Conceived intellectually, Object



72. Tony Smith, Amaryllis, 1965.
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73. Donald Judd, Untitled, 1964.

sculpture depends upon its lack of associated meanings and trivialized format

for an identity. It does attempt to present meaning as a series of perceptual

experiences. Many of these are triggered by inconsistencies and slight ambi-

guities which put in question the harmony of all the physical attributes which

make up the object. These include weight, color, texture, mass density,

materials, and Gestalt complexity. As suggested by Merleau-Ponty in his

essay "The Film and the New Psychology" (1948, pp. 48-59), the meaning of

an object lies not in the sum-total record of shots devoted to it (a list structure

of attributes), but in the concretion of a temporal Gestalt, an aggregate of

sequential views that distort each other like the inconsistencies in a Cezanne

painting.

Take Judd's stainless-steel and pink-orange plexiglas box, Untitled

(FIG. 73). The two stainless-steel ends are held against the plastic edges of the

sides by five tension tie-wires inside. Because of the internal reflections, a

number of mirror illusions are made possible, but the purpose of this box

is not to evoke the fragmented interior spaces of Bell, Westermann, or Lucas

Samaras. On the contrary, the simplicity of this rectangular-shaped object

induces the viewer to become involved with the properties of the box as a

rectangular container. No clue makes any other approach possible. In fact, 177
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the more minimal an object, the less opportunity for an observer to play

the game of admiration, so much a part of the image fixation of traditional

sculpture. Stripped bare of all "artistic" complexity and ideal accretions,

one is confronted with the box's real geometry as opposed to its given ap-

pearances. Merleau-Ponty speaks of watching a cube in perspective while

knowing intellectually that ideally it has six sides and twelve edges; he states,

(1960, p. 50), "I cannot see a cube as its geometrical definition presents it:

I can only think it" (Italics added).

But seeing something intellectually as a mental construct with all of its

geometry intact is a perceptual habit acquired by every person educated in

the Western tradition. Judd, perhaps, forces us to see ourselves seeing objects

unencumbered by the analytical games and value judgments promoted

through art education. The perception of the box develops and we have the

option of sensing that development. As with all aesthetic approaches,

aligning Object sculpture to a phenomenalist point of view has its pitfalls.

Placing such an immense burden on the observer eventually allows the

sculptor to present an empty gallery space for inspection (which has

already been tried several times). Or he can simply ask gallery goers to

observe each other or ask them to bring an object to be observed. None of

these are out of the question. Probably Object sculpture which has a chance

to endure combines the phenomenalist approach with more traditional

criteria.

Vitalist- and Constructivist-derived sculpture, it became apparent by

the end of the 1950's, had become so absorbed with the problem of tran-

scendent imagery that the idee fixe of all the makers of maimed birds and

lunar apparitions became the "image" itself. Most sculptors no longer

produced an objet d'art but sought a transcendent icon for the veneration and

edification of collectors and museum officials. The problem became one of

dwindling efficacy and exhausted means. Who continued to believe in the

"bandaged women," the brazed totems, and shimmering apparitions that

tried more and more to deny their presence as lumpish objects? Was not

sculpture, as the Greeks had insisted, "palpable delight"? To look at

Object sculpture of the 1960's as a retreat to hyperformalism is to miss its

reason for being made. Classical scientific formalism, as Husser! had insisted,

had rapidly become a dated picture of provisional reality. Sculpture that tried

to hold on to artistic formalism had the same chance of survival as its scientific

counterpart in a world ruled by invisible energy and statistical formulae.

The Object sculptors, consciously and unconsciously, were acutely

aware of this crisis. Hence much of their work appears to be a blanket retreat

from many of the earlier hard-won values of modern sculpture. One attempt



to untie the art object from the ideal imagery of biology worship and scientific

rationalism is reflected in the gallery "environments" devised by these

sculptors. After the clumsy and futile attempts of a few years ago to build

crawl-in and walk-in sculpture environments, the work of Judd, Morris

and Flavin (FIGS. 71, 74 and Chapter Seven, FIG. 112), radiated a different

sense of experiential purpose. Their work contains the implicit realization

that sculptural "spaces" are meaningless unless some reason exists for

physically penetrating them. Most gallery pedestals for sculpture until a

few years ago were on a level with department-window display-if that.

Viewers went from sculpture to sculpture like shoppers at a sale; the goal of

the viewer was always the next sculpture. In contrast, ambience became the

word that defined one's relationship to Object sculpture. To use Merleau-

Ponty's term, each object "arose" through the viewer's perceptual ordering.

As the viewer walks between sculptures, he may find two or three

pieces positioned so as to engage him at the same time. This is not an

inspection tour with an ideal vantage point-each view has its contradic-

tions and illuminations taken as they come. What arises from the first

glance is what Merleau-Ponty called "carnal intersubjectivity." Thus, the

viewer becomes aware of a set of latent and primordial truths concerning

his habits of perception through the nature of the objects involved.

In the most elementary fashion Object sculpture is Optical Art-though

stripped of the childish ambiguity of graphic illusionism. The object, once

again we are reminded, remains at a distance giving signs of its presence. Its

coldness, its impenetrability exerts the same raw presence as any other object;

it makes no attempt to be understood or to come to us. We learn to appease

such objects as we do the implacability of the statues of the Greek gods, in

terms of their silence and inflexibility. In the present decade an evident

shift is in process. Static sculpture has emerged from millenniums of tran-

scendent idealism and now moves toward transcendent phenomenalism.

In vitalist and earlier formalist art, attraction to a given sculpture

depended on what could be called a complexity-ambiguity index. All sculp-

ture aimed at producing, not only a degree of presence, but a degree of

doubt concerning its presence. This was manifested through the ambiguity

of relationships. Works could easily be made ambiguous by making them

complicated; but part of the success of the reductivist syndrome was that

simple formalist works could be imbued with strong elements of visual

ambiguity. And these were satisfying. Much of the rationale of Object

sculpture lies in a firm grasp of this fact, hence the use of the simplest possible

forms. In one article (1966, p. 44), Robert Morris has discussed the existing

visual hierarchy between forms with simple and complex relationships. He 179



74. Robert Morris, View of exhibition at Dwan Gallery, Los Angeles, 1966.
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gives an example in which regularity and a minimum number of qualities

make the Gestalt of a structure conceptually graspable. However, even the

most elementary of Morris's sculptures (FIG. 74) evade total and precise

recall by any viewer. This unknowable aspect of even the simplest objects has

been a point repeatedly stressed by the sculptors of primary forms. Beyond

this, Robert Morris in his series, "Notes on Sculpture," has defined what he

has termed the infrastructure of the forming and handling of objects in our

culture. This he has done with a precision and insight unrivaled by all other

critics of contemporary art. His main contribution has been to define the

borderline between the old aesthetic ideals of illusionism and the tacit set of

concerns by which we apprehend all objects fabricated and designed by

modern industrial technology. This shifting set of values accounts for the

severe simplicity, forced modular aspect (FIG. 75), and tendency away from

anthropomorphism which defines so much abstract sculpture.

As with other sculptors sharing his concerns, Morris relies upon an

abbreviated notion of phenomenalism. Through the mechanism of reflecting



75. Sol Lewitt, Untitled, 1966.

upon our habits of visual perception, his theory intimates that even the sim-

plest object harbors mysteries that remain locked within its presence. Yet

in all candor, beyond the domain of scientific analysis, phenomenalism

cannot imbue an object with attributes which are not there. It can only force

us to be aware of the chaos and multi-layered nature of our visual habits.

To summarize: Object sculpture has come in conflict with three ideas

dominating modern sculpture. For one, the tacit concerns of abstract

illusionism based on model theory have been challenged, if not already

discarded. These have been supplanted by idealistic notions of phenomenal

perception. Running closely parallel to this is a strict materialism, based on

art criticism, and achieved through listing techniques and the properties of

industrially produced materials. Secondly, the attempt to construct obviously

static and inert objects represents an aesthetic rejection of the kinetic impulse.

Finally, much of the obligation to "vitalize" sculpture-make it come to life

before the viewer-has been shifted to the viewer's capacity for analyzing his

priva te methods of seeing. It remains to be known if viewers will accept such

a responsibility. 181


